PORT OF HOOD RIVER COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
September 5, 2017
Marina Center Boardroom

5:00 P.M.
Regular Session

1.

Call to Order
a. Modifications, Additions to Agenda

2.

Public Comment (5 minutes per person per subject; 30 minute limit)

3. Consent Agenda
a. Approve Minutes of August 15, 2017 Regular Sessions (Jana Scoggins – Page 3)
4. Reports, Presentations and Discussion Items
a. Waterfront Facilities Intern Report (Erik Cuevas – Page 7)
b. Western Region Tolling Coalition (Fred Kowell – Page 9)
c. FY 17 and FY 18 INFRA Grant Application Discussion (Genevieve Scholl -Page 41)
d. Bridge Capital Projections (Michael McElwee – Page 47)
5. Director’s Report (Michael McElwee – verbal report)
6. Action Items
a. Ratify Quote Acceptance and Contract with Coral Construction for Installation of I-84 Signage Not to Exceed
$74,668 (Michael McElwee -Page 51)
b. Approve Executive Director’s Work Plan for FY 2017-18 (Michael McElwee – Page 69)
8. Commission Call
9. Executive Session under ORS 192.660(2)(e) Real Estate Negotiations
10. Possible Action
11. Adjourn

If you have a disability that requires any special materials, services, or assistance, please contact us at 541-386-1645 so we may
arrange for appropriate accommodations.
The chair reserves the opportunity to change the order of the items if unforeseen circumstances arise. The Commission welcomes
public comment on issues not on the agenda during the public comment period. With the exception of factual questions, the
Commission does not immediately discuss issues raised during public comment. The Commission will either refer concerns raised
during public comment to the Executive Director for a response or will request that the issue be placed on a future meeting
agenda. People distributing copies of materials as part of their testimony should bring 10 copies. Written comment on issues of
concern may be submitted to the Port Office at any time.
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Port of Hood River Commission
Meeting Minutes of August 15, 2017 Regular Session
Marina Center Boardroom
5:00 p.m.
THESE MINUTES ARE NOT OFFICIAL until approved by the Port Commission at the next regular meeting.
Present:
Absent:
Media:

Commissioners Hoby Streich, Ben Sheppard, John Everitt, David Meriwether, Brian Shortt; Legal
Counsel Jerry Jaques; from staff, Michael McElwee, Fred Kowell, Anne Medenbach, Genevieve
Scholl, Jana Scoggins, Austin Keillor, and Natalie Kowell
Ben Sheppard exited the meeting at 6:25 p.m.
Patrick Mulvihill, Hood River News

1. CALL TO ORDER: President Streich called the meeting to order at 5:01 p.m.
a. Modifications, Additions to Agenda. None.
2. PUBLIC COMMENT: None.
3. CONSENT AGENDA: (Items A, B, C, D)
a. Approve Minutes of August 1, 2017 Regular Session.
b. Approve Lease with Aletta Wilson for Suite 101 in the Marina Park 1 Building.
c. Approve Lease with Cookie Gilpatrick for Suite 102 in the Marina Park 1 Building.
d. Approve Accounts Payable to Jacques Sharp in the Amount of $8,039.00.
Motion:
Move to approve Consent Agenda.
Move:
Meriwether
Second:
Everitt
Discussion: None
Vote:
Aye: Unanimous
MOTION CARRIED
4. REPORTS, PRESENTATIONS, AND DISCUSSION ITEMS:
a. Waterfront Parking Data Collection & Analysis: Austin Keillor, Port Engineering Technician Intern,
presented a plan to effectively manage parking on Port-owned portions of the Hood River Waterfront. Keillor
provided background information on parking occupancy data, identified previous attempts to solve waterfront
parking concerns and issues, and concluded the collected data will assist the Port and City of Hood River Ad Hoc
Parking Committee with further discussions about the future management of parking resources. Keillor compiled
parking data over the course of summer 2017 and provided a summary on the occupancy counts and turnover
rates for the Port, City, and private parking areas. Occupancy counts were made on nine days and turnover data
was gathered on seven days in July and August (2017). Keillor also presented an assessment of the financial
feasibility of a paid parking system on Port-owned waterfront parking lots, and provided a summary of the
operating costs and expected revenue for the Port to determine whether pay stations are a viable solution to
address some of the Waterfront parking issues.
b. Washington 2018 Legislative Session Planning: Natalie Kowell, Port Legislative Intern, summarized
the history of interstate tolling agreements in the United States while focusing on eastern states for model
reciprocity legislation. Kowell noted that several adjustments that could be made in current statutes in Oregon
and Washington to allow for a functional inter-agency relationship and private-public partnerships. In order to
move forward with a bridge replacement, a clear understanding of the legislative position of the state of
Washington will be required. Kowell suggested creating a draft legislation that addresses barriers and develops
advocacy strategies for the 2018 Washington Short Session. Kowell also recommended various steps for the Port
to achieve its legislative and tolling objectives and proposed a conceptual outreach plan for the months leading up
to the Session. These suggestions will provide the necessary political and legislative groundwork for OregonWashington bridge projects, and offer a model for collaborative public outreach processes that were highly
successful in other states.
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c. Airport Public Meeting Report: Anne Medenbach, Development and Property Manager, reported that
the second public meeting addressing noise impacts of operations at the Ken Jernstedt Airfield is set for Thursday,
August 31 at 6:00p.m. at WAAM. This is the follow-up to the listening session that the Port hosted in June and will
address the main categories of concern, such as the frequency, noise and times of flight operations, elevation of
aircraft, safety and development plans at the airport. Medenbach stated that since the first meeting, Tac Aero has
made significant changes to their operations and worked closely with the Port to find compromises and
resolutions to the concerns. During the second meeting, an expert panel from Federal Aviation Association (FAA),
Oregon Department of Aviation (ODA), Oregon Aviation Industries (ORAVI), and a local commercial pilot will
provide support and answers to specific regulatory questions. Public notices will be made via advertising in the
Hood River News, Port’s website, direct mailers to residents within a five-mile radius of the airport, and emails to
airport tenants.
d. Toll Increase Implementation Schedule: Genevieve Scholl, Communications and Special Projects
Manager, reported on the proposed 2018 Toll Increase Implementation. The toll increase will provide the needed
revenue to fund anticipated major capital improvements to the existing bridge. It will also contribute local match
funding for potential grants or finance agreements for planning and construction of a replacement bridge. The
approved toll increase was scheduled for January 1, 2018; however, to optimally meet the demand for new
BreezeBy accounts resulting from the anticipated tolling changes, staff recommends the new increase date be
postponed to February 1, 2018. Scholl summarized the public outreach steps planned for the upcoming months
and the online customer management tool; planned to launch by November 15, 2017.
e. Bridge Replacement Next Steps: Michael McElwee, Executive Director, reported that the Port has a
significant opportunity to advance efforts to replace the Hood River Interstate Bridge because certain legislative
obstacles were removed with the passage of HB 2750 and HB 2017. To fulfill the Port’s commitments to the
legislature and set the stage for future bridge replacement phases, McElwee listed specific tasks that need to be
carried out. Standard operating procedures, by which the Port would solicit, evaluate, and make decisions about
proposals for Public/Private Partnerships to replace the bridge, will be required. Over the next few years, the Port
will need to manage and successfully conclude an agreement with ODOT to define the conditions under which the
Port will be able to access the DMV’s database for the purpose of enforcing tolls, as well as plan a geotechnical
investigation and final environmental impact statement to determine the engineering design, cost, and risk
assessment involving a selected multi-disciplinary engineering firm or combination of firms.
The other steps will involve thorough financial modeling and Washington State legislation negotiations to approve
similar conditions as for the Oregon’s HB 2750. Any bridge replacement effort will require a well-designed
community outreach plan and a specific project management individual coordinating and managing this complex
project. The most immediate and relevant issue is the timing for receipt of the $5 million in funds from the HB
2017. All Commissioners recommended a work session in November that would focus specifically on the future of
the bridge.
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f. 2017-2018 Executive Director Work Plan Draft Review: Michael McElwee guided the Commission
through the discussion that narrows down the priority projects targeted for completion this fiscal year. McElwee
noted his goals to ensure that financial resources continue to be deployed effectively, with a high degree of
foresight in anticipation of future Port needs. The focus is on aligning community objectives with Port’s role in
regional economic development activities and defining a significant but positive momentum toward development
of Port’s Waterfront properties. McElwee requested that comments on the Executive Director Work Plan to be
submitted by Commissioners no later than Wednesday, August 23, 2017.
5. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT: Michael McElwee informed the Commission that the sub-circuit feeder line
has been replaced at the C Dock North, and the electrical issue appears to have been resolved. On Monday,
August 7 a passenger car was driven off the breakwater into the Marina basin at high speed. Three passengers
were able to exit the vehicle to safety. McElwee summarized the construction at Suites 100 and 101 at the
Chamber building, as well as the work underway on the initial assessment of the financial feasibility of various
build-out options on Lot #1. Construction of the South Ramp Taxi-Way Project commenced on August 15. The
bridge deck welding has been extended because significant traffic back-ups occurred and shorter work shifts are
rquired. Port’s FASTLane grant was not approved, but the deadline to submit an application for INFRA Program is
November 2, 2017. OneGorge facilitated a listening session with Senator Ron Wyden’s field staff on August 16
which focused on emergency response needs in the Scenic Area.
6. ACTION ITEMS:
a. Approve Contract with Stafford Bandlow Engineering for Bridge Lift Span Inspection Services Not to
Exceed $50,000. Michael McElwee reported that the contract with Stafford Bandlow Engineering is the next phase
of recommended inspections, testing and analysis of the bridge. Primary scope items of this contract include the
internal inspection of the secondary gearboxes, strain gauge testing to determine the operational loading, friction,
and load sharing, and inspection of existing electrical components and skew system.
Motion:
Approve contract with Stafford Bandlow Engineering for Bridge Lift Span inspection services not
to exceed $50,000.
Move:
Meriwether
Second:
Shortt
Discussion: None
Vote:
Aye: Everitt, Meriwether, Shortt, Streich
Absent: Sheppard
MOTION CARRIED
b. Approve Critical Oregon Airport Relief Program Grant Contract with the Oregon Department of
Aviation for $103,500. Anne Medenbach explained that this grant program is dedicated to helping rural airports
meet their FAA grant match obligations for which most FAA improvement grants are a 90/10 split, with the airport
paying the 10% cost share. The Port was successful in securing a grant for most of the required FAA match. Due to
some changes in the project, the match amount that ODA is covering equals to about 7% which leaves
approximately $42,000 for the Port to cover eligible match.
Motion:

Approve Critical Oregon Airport Relief Program grant with the Oregon Department of Aviation
for $103,500.
Move:
Everitt
Second:
Shortt
Discussion: None
Vote:
Aye: Everitt, Meriwether, Shortt, Streich
Absent: Sheppard
MOTION CARRIED
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8. COMMISSION CALL: None.
9. ADJOURN:
Motion:
Motion to adjourn the meeting.
Move:
Streich
Second:
Everitt
Discussion: None
Vote:
Aye: Streich, Everitt, Meriwether, Sheppard
MOTION CARRIED

Absent: Shortt

The meeting was adjourned at 7:06 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

ATTEST:

___________________________
Jana Scoggins

_________________________________
Hoby Streich, President, Port Commission
_________________________________
John Everitt, Secretary, Port Commission
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

John Mann
September 5, 2017
Facilities Intern Report – Eric Cuevas

Facilities intern, Eric Cuevas, will present a report on his summer project including invasive
weed mapping on the waterfront.
RECOMMENDATION: Informational.
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

Fred Kowell
September 5, 2017
Western Region Toll Operators

Staff has continued to pursue the interests of the Port of Hood River in being a part of the
International Bridge, Tunnel and Turnpike Association (IBTTA). USDOT has directed IBTTA to
regionalize and pursue a common use of tolling standards within a region.
The attached IBTTA information packet includes a map that depicts how the nation is divided
up by region, and how each region is pursuing the use of a common protocol and
specifications to enable interstate interoperability.
Also attached is a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that has been approved by all
Western Region Toll Operators and Partner agencies. This MOU was put together to begin
the formal process of developing the western region group of tolling agencies that in the
future will have interoperable tolling systems.
A subcommittee was formed within the Western Region Toll Operators called the 6C Tolling
Coalition. I serve on the committee representing the Port. The committee’s main purpose is
to work through a set of specifications that all Western Region Tolling agencies would use.
That material is attached as well.
As infrastructure funding increasingly looks to tolling as a piece of the puzzle in restoring and
enhancing our highways, and bridges, the IBTTA, through the direction of the Department of
Transportation, will focus its attention on standardization and creating a network that
eventually will in use in all agencies and states.

RECOMMENDATION: Discussion.
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

Genevieve Scholl
September 5, 2017
2017/18 INFRA Grant Application

As discussed during the August 1, 2017 meeting, the federal discretionary funding program
dedicated to surface transportation infrastructure originally authorized under the 2015 FAST
Act has been modified under the Trump administration. The Port’s 2016 grant application
requesting $5,050,080 with a pledged match of $3,366,720 to fund the final pre-construction
steps required for bridge replacement was not approved. However, during the 2017
legislative session, as part of HB 2017, the Oregon transportation funding package, the state
has pledged $5 million in support of this work, with no match requirement.
USDOT has issued a new Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO), and has specifically invited
applicants not approved for the 2016 opportunity to re-apply with updated applications for
the same project detailing how such project is competitive under the new, modified criteria;
or for new projects entirely. The deadline to apply is November 2, 2017 for both the FY 2017
and the FY 2018 opportunity, and applicants are to specify which opportunity they are
applying to. These are the third and fourth years of a five-year authorization.
Attached is the memo from Hal Heimstra of Summit Strategies, the Port’s representative in
Washington D.C. In it, Hal outlines the pros and cons of resubmittal for the anticipated predevelopment work. Staff concurs that, if the application is focused solely on updating the
previous application to illustrate competitiveness under the new criteria, submittal by the
November 2 deadline is feasible. However, to submit for a different phase of the project or
to the Large Projects grant pool for construction funding, while eligible, would require much
more preparation time than is available and could include costly consultant work on
contract.
Unchanged in the program are the local match requirements, important to consider in
planning and timing of applications. Projects over $100 million (Large Projects) have a
minimum grant award of $25 million, and projects under $100 million (Small Projects) could
apply for as little as $5 million. Both required a minimum 40% local match. To be eligible for
Large Project funding, a project must be 18 months from construction by the date of
obligation. In the next round, the latest that date for obligation would be September 30,
2020 for FY 2107 funds, and September 30, 2021 for FY 2018 funds.
Staff seeks Commission direction on whether to submit an application for the current INFRA
NOFO.
RECOMMENDATION: Discussion.
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Hal Hiemstra
Partner

655 15th Street, NW, Suite 225
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 494-3104 cell
HalH@summitstrategies.us
www.summitstrategies.us

DATE:

August 9, 2017

TO:

Michael McElwee, Genevieve Scholl

FROM:

Hal Hiemstra

SUBJECT:

Thoughts on whether to apply for INFRA grant

With the announcement of 10 small/rural FASTLANE grants yesterday, we learned that the Port
of Hood River’s FASTLANE Grant Application was not successful in the 2nd round of
FASTLANE funding. The question before the Port now is whether to reapply for funding under
the new INFRA Grant program, which is the Trump Administration’s recasting of the
FASTLANE program.
Because the Trump Administration chose to fund only ten small rural projects under the 2nd
round of the FASTLANE grant cycle, $710 million from that round of funding has been rolled
forward into the INFRA grant announcement, making $1.56 billion in federal funding available
in the first INFRA round of funding. Applications are due November 2, 2017 for this round of
funding.
Even with this large pool of available funding, this round of INFRA grants will remain extremely
competitive – and most likely be significantly oversubscribed – much as the FASTLANE Grant
program was.
In considering whether to apply for an INFRA grant I found it helpful to outline Pros and Cons
for doing so.
PROS:
• Large pool of available federal funding.
• Trump Administration is likely to disproportionally fund rural projects over urban
projects
• New state funding commitment of $5 million shows a state level commitment to the
project which was not able to be demonstrated in previous round of funding.
• A small amount of federal funding is likely to leverage additional state funds.
• Innovation: A small amount of federal investment now could quite possibly lead to
Oregon’s first P3 transportation project. (innovation is a new key project selection
criteria)
• HR bridge project is critical to regional economic vitality (one of the new selection
criteria).
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Project seeks a small amount of funding which may make it more likely to be funded.
Project has already been reviewed by USDOT and project reviewers notice which
projects keep seeking federal assistance. Even though the project was not funded
previously, that doesn’t mean it won’t be competitive in this next round of funding.
The legislature passed new authority to pursue P3 projects in the state and this project
can be the first example in the State
Proposal was already developed and submitted once before and modifying and
reapplying should be a manageable task.
Safety: Project has interesting multi-model project elements given its relationship to the
movement of barge freight traffic on the river and removal of a marine freight navigation
hazard.
Project is located in the 2nd Congressional District.

CONS:
• Project is not ready to be built: Project readiness is a key project selection criteria and
while $5 million in federal funding will help to complete environmental review, PE and
ROW acquisition, it will not directly lead to project construction.
• Project just received $5 million in State funding to essentially complete many of the same
tasks.
• Sources of funding to fully construct this project are not known – reinforcing lack of
project readiness to be completed – if feds fund this project, how likely is it to lead to a
completed bridge?
• Wining INFRA projects are not likely to receive more than one round of federal funding
– if this project is successful in securing $5 million in this round of INFRA grants, will it
be at a disadvantage in subsequent rounds of funding?
• Traffic volumes on the bridge make claims of national economic significance a bit
difficult to make, though clearly, the bridge is a vital regional freight facility.
While persuasive arguments could be made to either hold up on resubmitting or to go forward
and resubmit, my recommendation is to resubmit. Despite the cons identified about, I based this
recommendation on the following reasons:
1. The pool of funding is large and the Trump Administration is likely to favor
smaller rural projects over larger urban projects.
2. I believe a strong case can be made that a relatively small federal investment now
will leverage substantial state and private investment with the high probability
that this federal investment will lead to Oregon’s first P3 transportation project.
3. The State Legislature has just voted to invest $5 million in this project and those
funds can be used as the local matching funds for the federal investment –
providing a one-to-one match for the federal funding and positioning this project
to become Oregon’s first P3 bridge project.
4. If the Port is still willing to use its own bonding authority to provide local
matching funds, combining these local bond funds with the newly committed
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State funding will enable the Port to seek more than $5 million in federal funding
– and thus, depending on the size of the Port’s INFRA request, potentially
securing between $10 and $20 million in funding for this next phase of the bridge
project. In turn, that much investment is likely to make the project more attractive
to a potential private partner.
5. Rep. Walden and Oregon’s Senators remain strongly committed to the project and
are likely to continue to urge the Administration to fund this project. (in fact,
because the project was not funded as a FASTLANE grant, Rep. Walden has the
opportunity to go directly to Sec. Chao to advocate for this project even more
strongly than he has done so before.)
6. The project is familiar to USDOT and building on that familiarity, by tweaking
the application to emphasize innovation, leveraging, regional and national
economic vitality, and the fact that this funding will make the project shovel ready
and a prime candidate for a P3 project in RURAL America, the project should be
competitive.
7. The Trump Administration is fully committed to using INFRA program grants to
leverage private investment in transportation and a small INFRA investment in
this project has the potential to leverage a highly visible project in a geographic
area specifically identified in the law.
8. While it is likely that the Port will only get one bite at the INFRA apple and if the
project is funded in this next round, it would be unlikely to receive future funding
in a subsequent funding round, holding out for “jackpot” funding doesn’t seem to
be worth the risk of getting completely shut out of all rounds of funding. The HR
Bridge Replacement project will never have the traffic volumes to compete
directly with large urban projects – so better to get a smaller amount of funding
now which will help put the project in the best possible position to attract a P3
partner.
9. It is not clear how quickly the Oregon state funds will be forthcoming. Waiting
until the Oregon funds are made available, and then waiting to complete the work
that the funds will pay for before submitting for federal funding, could easily
result in a misalignment with future INFRA application deadlines and thus,
missed opportunities for any federal funding.
10. Much of the work needed to apply has already been completed. While the
previous application will need to rewritten, a resubmittal effort can build on the
past application and should be relatively manageable.
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

Michael McElwee
September 5, 2017
Bridge Capital Projections

Each year, staff works closely with HDR, the Port’s primary bridge engineer, to update the
30-year capital needs projection for the bridge. This effort informs the two-year workplan
which in turn provides key input into the annual budget. This year it is particularly important
to be as clear and comprehensive as possible with our estimates because of the need to
determine the necessity for a potential toll increase and to explain it to the public.
Attached is the most recent draft of the Capital Needs Assessment prepared by HDR
Engineering with staff input. Clearly, it is difficult to determine the exact timing and cost of
specific capital projects in later years; however, the summary is based on the 2011 Bridge
Longevity Study, known projects costs and the experience of the engineer. There are
individual summaries for each project that provides more detail and the basis for the
estimate.
This spreadsheet represents a final draft that will be completed in September.

RECOMMENDATION: Discussion.
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$
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$
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$
$
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$
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$
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

Michael McElwee
September 5, 2017
I-84 Signage Installation – Coral
Construction

As part of the bridge signage overhaul plan developed by DKS Associates and approved by
the Commission in 2016, installation of the new signs on I-84 requires construction work on
ODOT properties; that has been approved and permitted by ODOT. Coral Construction
responded to a Port call for quotes and is available to do the work on the Port’s timeline. The
project is included in the FY 2017/18 budget. In order to keep the project on schedule, I have
accepted the contractor’s quote and executed the contract after legal counsel review.

RECOMMENDATION: Ratify quote acceptance and contract with Coral Construction for
installation of signage on ODOT properties not to exceed $74,668.
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Commission Memo
Prepared by:
Date:
Re:

Michael McElwee
September 5, 2017
ED Work Plan for FY 2017-18

A draft work plan was presented during the August 15 meeting for Commission review and
comment. The work plan intended to represent the Commission’s priority projects or tasks
that should be targeted for completion in the next fiscal year. It also represents one measure
of Executive Director performance during the current review period and provides direction
for the goals that are part of each staff member’s own performance evaluation.
The attached work plan reflects comments received from the Commission and staff.

RECOMMENDATION: Approve Executive Director’s work plan for FY 2017-18.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
WORK PLAN
FY 17/18
Action:
I.

Expected
Completion

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Goal: Ensure that financial resources continue to be deployed effectively, with a high degree
of foresight and in anticipation of future Port needs.
1. Obtain approval for new financial software
2. Identify best customer account management
software for non-Breezeby customer accounts

II.

Status

4/01/17
4/01/18

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT & PLANNING
Goal: Create significant, positive momentum toward development of the Port’s
Waterfront properties consistent with community objectives.
1. Negotiate an agreement for resolution of
Expo Property DDA Phases II and III with Key
Development for Commission consideration.

10/30/17

2. Ensure final implementation of Expo Phase I
DDA with Key Development.

06/30/18

3. Confluence Business Park (Lot #1):
• Obtain City approval of the Confluence Business
Park Subdivision Plan.

12/1/17

•

Prepare a Public Improvement Development
Agreement for Commission review.

4/10/17

•

Prepare a financial analysis to evaluate the
feasibility of future development under various
assumptions.

9/30/17

•

Prepare a Disposition and Development Policy for
Commission review and approval.

12/1/17

•

Prepare a Public Infrastructure Framework Plan and
Urban Renewal Plan Amendments for Commission
and Urban Renewal Agency approval.

5/1/17

4. Lower Mill Site:
• Complete installation of off-site water line

(71)

9/10/18

•
III.

Complete wetland permit application and
mitigation plan for lot 300.

WATERFRONT RECREATION
Goal: Maintain and enhance the waterfront as a prime recreation area to support
economic development objectives and Strategic Plan goals.
1. Prepare Plans and permit application for new
Transient Boat Dock

6/15/18

2. Implement fee-based parking & enforcement
plan for Port waterfront properties

5/15/17

3. Replenish beach areas at the Event Site based on
Terms of Corp/DSL Permit.

11/30/17

4. Obtain SDC funding and install modular docks
at the Nichols Boat Basin Dock.

4/15/18

5. Develop and install an integrated signage plan for the
Waterfront trail system.
IV.

3/15/17

3/1/2018

TRANSPORTATION/AIRPORT
Goal: Complete significant transportation improvements to enhance development
objectives.
1. Ensure successful Implementation of new web portal
for customer management of Breeze-By accounts.

09/30/17

2. Complete the Auxiliary Truss Repair Project

12/30/17

3. Fully implement the bridge safety signage plan

11/15/17

4. Bridge Replacement
A. Develop detailed analysis of alternative
bridge replacement financing scenarios.

06/30/18

B. Prepare administrative rules regarding the
solicitation and consideration of P3 proposals
for Commisison approval.

02/30/18

C. Prepare and issue an RFI to characterize the
level of private sector interest In a P3 project.

03/1/18

D. Issue an RFP and select an engineering firm
to prepare an FEIS for bridge replacement.

06/01/18

E. Prepare a long-term staffing plan, scope and

12/1/17
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schedule to implement bridge replacement predevelopment tasks.

V.

VI.

VII.

VII.

5. Ensure final completion of the South Ramp Hangar
Project per approved Development Agreement.

6/30/18

6. Complete Construction of S. Taxiway Project.

11/01/17

7. Complete permitting and preliminary engineering
of the North Ramp Connect VI project.

6/30/18

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Goal: Ensure that the Port’s role in regional economic development activities is clearly
defined. Confirm that the objectives are identified and adequate resources are in place to
be successful.
1. Develop a strategy that recommends a future role for,
and administration of, the OneGorge Advocacy Group

02/01/18

2. Develop an agenda and implement a facilitated board
retreat to discuss the future issues and areas of focus
for the Port of Hood River.

10/1/17

COMMUNICATIONS & COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Goal: Increase the understanding and awareness of the Port’s activities; identify
opportunities for successful partnerships with key public agencies and private business;
and participate in the life of the Hood River area community.
1. Prepare an updated Communications Plan.

3/15/18

2. Prepare detailed description of the “Community Support
Initiative” for Commission approval.

10/15/17

GOVERNANCE & BOARD COMMUNICATIONS
Goal: Evaluate the Board’s governance and communications policies and provide
recommendations for improvements.
1. Update the board & staff training policy.

04/15/17

2. Ensure adequate time for Commission consideration
of board meeting packet material.

7/1/2017

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Goal: Ensure that appropriate personnel policies are in place.
1. Evaluate step ladder and associated staff
(73)

3/30/18

compensation for personnel and recommend changes.
2. Revise & improve Staff Performance Evaluation Forms
VII.

NEW OR UNPLANNED INITATIVES
Projects added to the Work Plan based on Commission direction.
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5/15/18

